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Abstract— To challenge real-time encoding of high-definition
video sequences on heterogeneous desktop systems, a collab-
orative central processing units (CPU) + graphics processing
unit (GPU) framework for interloop video encoding is pro-
posed herein. The proposed framework considers the overall
complexity of the collaborative interloop encoding as a unified
optimization problem. Several functional blocks are integrated
for simultaneous execution control, automatic data access
management, performance characterization, and adaptive
scheduling and load balancing. These blocks aim at fully
exploiting the performance of heterogeneous devices, asym-
metric bandwidth of communication links, and several levels
of concurrency between computation and communication. To
support a wide range of CPU and GPU architectures, a specific
encoding library is developed with highly optimized algorithms
for all interloop modules. The experimental results show that
the proposed framework allows achieving a real-time encoding
of full high-definition sequences in several CPU + GPU systems.
It also delivers performance improvements of up to 61.2% over
the state-of-the-art solution, while outperforming individual GPU
and quad-core CPU executions by more than 2 and 5 times,
respectively.

Index Terms— General-purpose computation on graphics
processing units, heterogeneous systems, load balancing, video
coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

GROWING market demands for higher video resolutions
and a clear dominance of video content in the overall

Internet traffic [1] lead to increased network bandwidth
demands and data storage requirements. To cope with
these issues, the newest video coding standards, such as
H.264/Advanced Video Coding AVC [2] and High Efficiency
Video Coding (HEVC)/H.265 [3], rely on advanced methods
to achieve higher compression rates, while retaining the video
quality. However, due to a dramatic increase in computing
complexity, this compression efficiency is hard to be achieved
in real time.

Modern desktop and server systems are capable of
delivering a remarkable processing performance. In addition to
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multicore central processing units (CPUs), these systems also
employ different accelerators/coprocessors for computation.
Due to their intrinsic availability and high performance
capabilities, graphics processing units (GPUs) emerged as
one of the most widely used coprocessors. However, to fully
exploit the CPU + GPU capabilities for efficient video
encoding, it is required to cope with complexity of both
system/device architecture and the overall encoding procedure.

In video encoding, several modules with diverse characteris-
tics are iteratively applied to each frame to reduce the spatial,
temporal, and statistical redundancies in video information.
The resulting application complexity involves several levels
of data dependencies, namely: 1) within a single module;
2) across several modules; and 3) between different frames.
These inherent data dependencies impose a complex interac-
tion between the encoding modules, e.g., where the output
of one module represents the input for another and/or when
several modules simultaneously access a single data buffer.
Hence, all these dependencies make task and data parallelism
hard to exploit with straightforward parallelization techniques.

For collaborative CPU+GPU processing, it is first required
to develop and optimize independent parallel algorithms for
each device architecture. For example, highly data-parallel
algorithms usually better suit thousands of GPU cores,
while coarser grained parallelism is often better exploited on
multicore CPUs. Furthermore, the developed parallel imple-
mentations need to be integrated in a unified execu-
tion framework. This framework also needs to incorporate
self-adaptive mechanisms to orchestrate the efficient use of
employed heterogeneous devices, interdevice communication
links, and other system resources. In addition, realistic char-
acterization of the achievable performance and bandwidth
across heterogeneous devices and communication links is
of utmost importance to provide an efficient resource-aware
system utilization.

To challenge real-time encoding of high definition (HD)
sequences on heterogeneous desktop systems, we herein
propose a collaborative CPU + GPU framework for interloop
video encoding. The unified framework provides a simpli-
fied interface that fulfills the overall encoding functionally,
while hiding the system complexity from the end user.
It includes a library of highly optimized parallel interloop
modules developed for different CPU and GPU architectures
by relying on vendor-specific programming models and tools.
The proposed framework also relies on specifically developed
adaptive scheduling and load balancing to efficiently exploit
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the H.264/AVC encoder: interloop.

the collaborative performance of the underlying platform. In
addition to cross-device workload distribution for different
interloop modules, this framework also allows simultaneous
execution control and automatic data access management. The
contributions of this manuscript can be summarized as follows:

1) unified framework with automatic data management for
efficient interloop encoding in heterogeneous systems;

2) auto-configuration according to the identified platform/
device characteristics;

3) adaptive scheduling and load balancing based on linear
programming and realistic performance parametrization;

4) communication minimization algorithm when two
parallel modules share access to a single data buffer;

5) library of highly optimized parallel encoding modules
for different generations of multicore CPUs and GPUs;

6) on-the-fly adaptation of encoding parameters according
to the current state of the platform and the real-time
limit;

7) real-time H.264/AVC interloop encoding of full HD
sequences (>25 frames/s) with demanding encoding
parameters.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no similar
state-of-the-art solution that perceives the collaborative
interloop encoding in heterogeneous environments as a unified
optimization problem. Specifically, the proposed framework
explicitly considers: 1) complexity of encoding modules and
the overall interloop; 2) performance disparity of heteroge-
neous devices; 3) asymmetric bandwidth of communication
links; 4) supported concurrency between the computation and
communication; and 5) on-the-fly adaptation to the current
state of the platform.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In the H.264/AVC standard [2], the current frame (CF) is
divided into multiple 16 × 16 (pixels) macroblocks (MBs),
which are encoded using either intra- or inter-prediction
mode, as presented in Fig. 1. The most computationally
demanding and frequently applied inter-prediction mode
starts with the motion estimation (ME) module. In the
ME, the best matching candidate for each MB is found
within the predefined search areas (SAs) in the previ-
ously encoded reference frames (RFs). The offsets to
the best matching candidates, i.e., motion vectors (MVs),
represent the output of the ME. To better suit different shapes

of moving objects, MB can be subdivided according to
seven different partitioning modes, namely, of 16 × 16,
16 × 8, 8 × 16, 8 × 8, 8 × 4, 4 × 8, and 4 × 4 pixels. The
best matching candidate for each MB partition is selected
as the one with the minimum distortion value. This value
is usually computed as the sum of the cost of the MV and
the sum of absolute differences between all pixels from the
current MB partition and the examined candidates in the SA.
To refine the ME, the RFs are interpolated, by applying
six-tap and linear filters in the interpolation (INT) mod-
ule. The output of the INT module is stored in a subpixel
interpolated frame (SF) structure, whose size is as large as
16 RFs. By relying on preliminary MVs from the ME and on
interpolated SFs from the INT, the subpixel motion estimation
(SME) is applied to further refine the MVs and provide a
better prediction for each MB partition. For the video encoding
parameters/configurations considered herein, the computation
of these three modules takes about 90% of the overall encoding
time, on both CPU and GPU [4], [5].

According to the adopted distortion metric and the refined
MVs from the SME module, the best MB-partitioning mode
is selected for each MB in the motion compensation (MC)
module. For the selected mode, the prediction residual
for each MB is computed by subtracting the best
matching SF candidates from the original MB. Transform
and quantization (TQ) are then applied to the residual,
which is entropy coded and sent to the decoder. Inverse
transform and dequantization (TQ−1) are then applied
to the quantized coefficients, to reconstruct the residual and
reference MBs in the RFs, which are further used in sub-
sequent ME. Finally, to remove the blocking artifacts in
the RF, deblocking filtering (DBL) is applied on the MBs and
MB-partition edges. Due to their lower share in the interloop
encoding time [4], [5], MC, transform and quantization (TQ),
inverse transform and dequantization (TQ−1), and DBL are
referred herein as R* modules.

Focusing on the state-of-the-art approaches, only rare
attempts were made to efficiently parallelize the complete
encoder (or its main functional parts) for CPU+GPU
systems. These approaches usually offload a single interloop
module in its entirety (mainly ME) to the GPU, while
performing the rest of the encoder on the CPU [6]–[8].
Hence, they offer a limited scalability since only one
GPU device can be efficiently employed. The multicore
CPU capabilities are also underused while waiting for
the offloaded module to be completed [7], [8]. Moreover,
the approaches that distribute the load of a single module
across CPU and GPU devices usually perform an exhaustive
search over all possible distributions and/or rely on simplified
module/device performance models. In detail, the load
distribution is found: 1) by a large set of experiments
for optimal subframe pipelining in [6]; 2) with constant
compute-only performance parametrization in a single-GPU
platform [4]; and 3) by intersecting the fitted full performance
curves (experimentally obtained before module execution)
for each device in the system [9]. Moreover, several works
apply simplistic equidistant data partitioning of CF/RFs
in homogeneous multi-GPU environments [10] without
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considering CPUs for computing. In contrast, the framework
proposed herein considers the complexity of the entire
interloop as a unified optimization problem, when
orchestrating the computation and communication from
different modules among heterogeneous devices. It also
integrates mechanisms for automatic data management,
multilevel scheduling, and adaptive load balancing that rely
on realistic performance characterization of devices and
communication links.

The proposed framework also significantly advances our
previous contributions in the area of collaborative interloop
video encoding. In detail, the approach from [11] mainly
tackles dynamic balancing of the computational load from
two separate inter-prediction stages, i.e., ME + INT and SME.
In contrast to the framework proposed herein, the approach
from [11]: 1) is unaware of the overall interloop com-
plexity and it does not consider data reuse among inter-
prediction stages; 2) assumes full computation/communication
concurrency, which limits its applicability to only a certain
type of devices; and 3) does not provide means for automatic
management of collaborative execution. In [11], the automatic
tuning of the number of RFs is performed only for a fixed
(and smallest) SA size. Hence, we provide herein a completely
different approach for inter-prediction adaptive scheduling
and load balancing, when directly compared with [11].
Furthermore, the approach from [12] only considers collab-
orative inter-prediction based on geometrical data partitioning
and functional performance modeling, i.e., it applies different
load balancing strategy. To reduce the problem complexity, the
approach from [12] replicates INT across devices and it does
not consider any computation/communication overlapping.

This paper also advances our contributions from [13], by
proposing a fully autonomous unified interloop video encoding
framework for modern CPU+GPU systems. For the first time,
this paper presents the communication minimization algorithm
for heterogeneous parallel systems when two encoding mod-
ules share the access to a single data buffer. Furthermore, a
complete set of possible framework configurations is presented
according to the automatically identified amount of supported
concurrency between the computation and communication at
the accelerators. This paper also proposes a novel adaptive
approach for automatic tuning of several video encoding
parameters according to the current state of the platform and
the real-time limit.

By relying on a row-based frame partitioning, the work
proposed herein also tackles the efficient multiapplication
divisible load theory (DLT) scheduling, which is not yet
completely covered in the literature [14]. Moreover, there is
only a limited number of studies targeting the DLT scheduling
in CPU+GPU systems even for general problems [15].

III. FRAMEWORK FOR INTER-LOOP VIDEO ENCODING

ON HETEROGENOUS SYSTEMS

The proposed unified framework aims at fully exploiting
the capabilities of multicore CPU and multi-GPU platforms
for collaborative interloop video encoding. This framework
integrates several functional blocks, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Unified collaborative video encoding framework.

Algorithm 1 Framework Control (Main Functionality)
1: invoke System Detection to identify the number, type and

characteristics of available computing devices
2: instantiate appropriate Parallel Modules implementations and

configure Video Coding Manager and Data Access Management
3: call Load Balancing to determine initial equidistant partitioning

for ME, INT and SME modules across all pi devices
4: invoke parallel execution and automatic transfers via Video Coding

Manager and Data Access Management
5: record the execution and input/output data transfer times for each

assigned load on pi device, as well as for remaining R* modules
6: perform intial Performance Characterization, by calculating

per-device/module speeds and the asymmetric bandwidth of the
interconnection links for each accelerator

7: for f rame_nr = 2 to nr_of _inter_ f rames do
8: call Load Balancing to determine the load distribution(s) based

on Performance Characterization
9: invoke Video Coding Manager, Data Access Management and

Parallel Modules to simultaneously process the assigned MB
rows for computationally intensive modules on each pi device,
as well as to process R* modules on the best processing device

10: record the corresponding times for computations and
input/output transfers and update Performance Characterization

11: end for

The framework control block provides the key functionality
by invoking all other functional blocks, i.e., system detec-
tion, video coding manager, load balancing, and performance
characterization. The system detection block allows automatic
identification of available devices and their capabilities. This
information is further used to configure the functionality of
the remaining blocks. Video coding manager orchestrates
the collaborative encoding by invoking the respective imple-
mentations of parallel modules on the detected devices.
It also invokes automatic data access management between
the system main memory [dynamic RAM (DRAM)] and local
memories at each accelerator. The collaborative execution is
conducted by relying on the load distributions from the load
balancing block, which is tightly coupled with an on-the-fly
performance characterization of devices and communication
links.

A. Framework Control and System Detection

As presented in Algorithm 1, framework control comprises
two distinct execution phases, i.e., initialization phase
(lines 1–6) and iterative phase (lines 7–11). The initialization
phase is applied when encoding the first interframe, whereas
the iterative phase is used for each subsequent interframe.

In the initialization phase, framework control first invokes
the system detection block (line 1). This block identifies
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Fig. 3. Heterogeneous multicore CPU and multi-GPU/accelerator system.

all available heterogeneous devices in the platform and
their architecture-specific capabilities. According to this
information, the functionality of the remaining framework
blocks is configured (line 2). For example, different imple-
mentations of parallel modules are instantiated based on the
detected device microarchitectures and the supported type of
single instruction multiple data (SIMD) vector intrinsics.

As presented in Fig. 3, heterogenous systems typically
incorporate a set of nc CPU cores and nw accelerators,
i.e., pi devices, where i = {1, . . . , nc +nw}. In such platforms,
the accelerators are usually not stand-alone processing devices.
They perform the computations on data fetched from the
DRAM, where the CPU is responsible for initiating both
on-device executions and data-transfers across the
interconnection buses. Depending on the number of available
communication engines, different GPU architectures support
different amounts of concurrency between computation and
communication. In detail, for devices with a single copy
engine, it is possible to overlap kernel executions with data
transfers in a single direction (from CPU host to GPU device
or vice versa). For devices with dual copy engine, it is also
possible to overlap the transfers in the opposite directions.
Hence, the identification of these properties is crucial to
instruct the configuration of video coding manager and data
access management according to the detected system/device
capabilities.

After these configurations, framework control invokes the
load balancing routine (line 3 in Algorithm 1). When
invoking load balancing for the first time, the overall
workload of computationally intensive modules (i.e., ME, INT,
and SME) is equidistantly partitioned among all devices. Since
the proposed approach does not rely on any assumption about
the performance of devices, interconnection links, or other
system resources, these distributions are also used to obtain
the initial performance characterization parameters. Hence,
upon receiving the distributions, framework control initiates
the on-device executions and automatic data transfers via
video coding manager (line 4). After processing the assigned
equidistant distributions and remaining R* modules on each
device, the respective execution and transfer times are recorded
(line 5) and sent to performance characterization (line 6).

In the iterative phase, when encoding each subsequent
interframe, framework control first invokes the load balancing
routine (line 8). Based on a realistic performance charac-
terization of system resources, for each currently processed
frame with N MB rows, several distribution vectors are
determined for the most computationally intensive modules,
i.e, m = {mi } for ME, l = {li } for INT, and s = {si }

for SME. These distributions represent the number of MB rows
to be processed on each pi device, such that

∑nw+nc
i=1 mi =

∑nw+nc
i=1 li = ∑nw+nc

i=1 si = N . By relying on the video
coding manager and data access management configurations,
all parallel modules are collaboratively executed (line 9). The
recorded execution/transfer times are used to improve the
accuracy of performance characterization (line 10).

In the proposed method, the load distribution is imple-
mented at the level of individual MB rows, since it provides
low scheduling overheads, while efficiently exploiting com-
munication bandwidth and device performance. In contrast,
at the finer-grained level (i.e., MBs), the latency might
dominate the execution, and an inevitable repacking of
the original frame format from a matrix/array of pixels
(in raster scan order) to an array of structures (MBs) would
be required.

To ensure an efficient control of the collaborative execution,
the proposed framework was developed with vendor-specific
programming models, i.e., OpenMP for CPUs and compute
unified device architecture (CUDA) for GPUs. The different
OpenMP threads control both CPU and GPU processing,
where the GPU data transfers are performed in a completely
asynchronous manner. Hence, the communication overheads
are hidden by simultaneous CPU computations (independent
of the transferred data). In different GPU streams,1 this
communication is also overlapped with the GPU computation,
and with the communication in the opposite direction.
To minimize transfer overheads, data allocations were
performed in pinned memory regions.

IV. VIDEO CODING AND DATA ACCESS MANAGEMENT

Video coding manager orchestrates the collaborative
interloop encoding in CPU + GPU systems by invoking
parallel modules and automatic data access management.
As previously referred, the video coding manager functionality
is defined during the initialization phase. In addition to the
detected device characteristics, the functionality of this block
is also determined by the strict interloop data dependencies.
In H.264/AVC (Section II), parallel execution at the entire
interloop level brings to practice several hard-to-solve
challenges. These challenges must be explicitly considered to
ensure the correctness of the overall encoding from the aspect
of sources of concurrency and inherent data dependencies.

An efficient parallelization must cope with data dependen-
cies at several levels: 1) between consecutive frames; 2) within
a single frame; and 3) between the encoding modules. In the
H.264/AVC interloop, several frames cannot be encoded in
parallel, since the CF encoding can only start after the previous
frames are encoded and the required RFs are reconstructed.
Moreover, the inherent data dependencies between the neigh-
boring MBs in certain interloop modules (e.g., DBL) also
limit the possibility to concurrently perform the entire encod-
ing on different parts of a frame. Hence, efficient pipelined
schemes with several modules can hardly be adopted,
either for the parts of the frame or for the entire frame.

1GPU stream is a sequence of data transfers and kernel invocations issued
by the CPU; different streams may concurrently execute their commands.
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Furthermore, the output of one module is often the input for
another (e.g., MVs from ME define the initial search point for
SME), which imposes additional data dependencies between
the interloop modules. Hence, all data-dependent interloop
modules have to be sequentially processed (within a single
frame). The only exceptions are ME and INT that can be
simultaneously processed, since both use CF and/or RFs.

To efficiently exploit GPU capabilities, a common
approach is to perform ME based on full-search block-
matching (FSBM) [7]–[13]. Although the FSBM algorithm
imposes high computational demands (i.e., all matching can-
didates need to be examined), it is suitable for data-level
GPU parallelization and collaborative processing due to:
1) identical operations performed on each prediction can-
didate; 2) absence of branches; 3) regularity of memory
accesses; and 4) independence on the video content [16].
In contrast, the adaptive ME algorithms do not have these
properties, thus their GPU parallelization usually results in
attaining poor performance. For example, the performance of
UMHexagonS GPU implementation proposed in [17] does not
surpass the one of multicore CPU. The adaptive algorithms
also highly depend on the video content, thus it is hard to
predict their performance.

To exploit the fine-grained GPU parallelism, a sufficient
amount of data-independent computations is required. Hence,
the spatial data dependencies need to be relaxed even in
the FSBM algorithm, i.e., the dependencies imposed when
relying on adjacent MVs to define the SA center. In contrast
to the usually applied zero predictor [7], we rely on the
temporal predictor defined as the best MV for collocated MB
in the previous frame for the 16 × 16 partitioning mode [16].
The MVs are recalculated at the end of ME to provide
the correct offsets to the median predictors. According to the
rate–distortion (RD) analysis presented in Section VI, FSBM
with this predictor provides the adequate coding efficiency,
when compared with the original FSBM and UMHexagonS.

According to the performance of the CPU and GPU parallel
algorithms and inherent data dependencies [4], the interloop
modules are divided in two groups: 1) ME, SME and INT
modules and 2) R* modules (i.e., MC, TQ, TQ−1 and DBL).
Due to the low computational demands of MC, TQ, and TQ−1

(less than 3%) [4] and the limited possibility to collabora-
tively perform the DBL, the R* modules are assigned to
a single (fastest) device [11]. In fact, increased scheduling
and communication overheads when distributing the loads for
modules with such a low complexity would hardly compensate
for any performance gains. For brevity, the single-device
mapping of the entire R* block is considered herein. If a
single GPU (GPU1) is assigned to perform all the R* modules,
the derived procedure is designated as GPU-centric. In the
CPU-centric approach, the R* modules are performed on all
CPU cores.

Fig. 4 shows all possible configurations of video coding
manager for accelerators with both single-copy and dual-
copy engines. The presented configurations also include the
orchestration of parallel modules and the inevitable data
transfers. As it can be observed, video coding manager is
responsible for invoking the modules and data transfers in

Fig. 4. Possible configurations of the video coding manager.

a particular order such that the correctness of the overall
encoding procedure is guaranteed. Hence, depending on the
considered configuration, this block instantiates the parallel
algorithms and maps them to different devices. At the same
time, specific input parameters (i.e., RF indexes) and required
parts of the frame are supplied by data access management.
In addition, video coding manager also provides the facilities
to measure the execution and transfer times, thus allowing
performance characterization of the system resources.

With respect to the previously referred interloop data-
dependencies, several cross-device synchronization points are
defined (see τ1, τ2, and τtot in Fig. 4). In brief, τ1 reflects
the dependency of SME on the outputs of ME and INT,
while τ2 marks the completion of SME and beginning of
R* processing. The main objective of the proposed frame-
work is to minimize the total interloop video encoding time,
i.e., τtot. In detail, the main functionality of video coding
manager is as follows.

1) τ1 denotes the time when mi and li portions of ME and
INT are processed on each device pi . In this period,
the host to device transfers of the CF portions for
ME (CF → ME) and for SME (CF → SME) are
performed, as well as device to host transfers of the
produced part of the interpolated SF (SF(RF) → SME).
For accelerators that do not compute the R* mod-
ules (GPUi ), it is also required to fetch the result-
ing data from the previously encoded frame, namely:
1) the reconstructed RF before performing ME and INT
(RF) and 2) the remaining portion of the previously
interpolated SF, SF(RF − 1) → SME, to complete SF at
each accelerator. Upon finishing ME at each accelerator,
the computed MVs are also transferred to the host
(MV → SME). These input and output data transfers
are sequentially performed for devices with single-copy
engine. For accelerators with dual-copy engine, the
device to host SF(RF) → SME and MV → SME
transfers can occur in parallel with the host to device
SF(RF − 1) → SME and CF → SME transfers. The
parallelism across multiple independent modules is also
exploited, i.e., ME and INT.

2) τ2 is the time when SME is finished on all devices
(according to the si distributions). The missing parts
of SF (SF(RF) → SME) and MVs (MV → SME)
are transferred from the host, i.e., SF and MV parts
previously computed in INT and ME on other devices.
After τ1, SME begins on all CPU cores, since all MVs
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Fig. 5. State of input/output buffers for accelerators with dual-copy engine, when assigning mi , li , and si loads to (a) GPUi and (b) GPU1.

are already present. For the accelerator that computes
the R* modules (GPU1), in parallel with SME, the
remaining parts of SF (SF → MC) and CF (CF → MC)
are transferred from the host (to perform MC after τ2).
For the other accelerators (GPUi ), after the computation
of the SME portion, the computed MVs are transferred
back to the host (MV → MC).

3) τtot denotes the overall interloop encoding time for
a single interframe. In GPU-centric approach, prior
to computation of the R* modules on GPU1, the
missing MVs from SME are transferred from the
host (MV → MC), i.e., MVs computed on other devices.
After the R* modules are processed on GPU1, the recon-
structed RF (RF+1) is sent back to the host to allow its
transfer at the beginning of the next interframe encoding
on the other accelerators. At the same time, for the GPUi

accelerators with single-copy engine, the host to device
transfers of the remaining SF part (SF → SME + 1) are
performed. In the case of GPUi accelerators with dual-
copy engine, this transfer can be initiated at the time
when SME is started.

Since the proposed solution strictly respects the data
dependencies at different interloop levels, as specified in
H.264/AVC, the resulting bitstream is fully compliant with
this standard. Furthermore, some of the addressed challenges
and proposed solutions can also be applied for other video
coding standards. For example, HEVC/H.265 [3] mostly pre-
serves the functionality of processing modules and inherent
data-dependencies from the H.264/AVC standard. In fact,
HEVC/H.265 allows even more efficient data-level paralleliza-
tion due to the higher computational demands of ME, SME,
and INT, and increased parallelization potential of DBL.

A. Parallel Modules

During the orchestration of the encoding procedure, video
coding manager performs mapping of the instantiated parallel
modules to the detected devices. To provide a wide support for
different device architectures, an extensive library of highly

optimized interloop modules was specifically developed2

with vendor-specific programming models and tools (i.e.,
OpenMP and SIMD intrinsics for CPUs, and CUDA/parallel
thread execution for GPUs). Parallel CPU algorithms exploit
both coarse-grained (between the cores) and fine-grained
parallelism (by applying SIMD instructions on successive
memory locations). For different CPU microarchitectures,
i.e., Intel Nehalem, Sandy/Ivy Bridge, and Haswell, opti-
mized implementations for each module are provided, based
on streaming SIMD extensions (SSE) 4.2, advanced vector
extensions (AVX), and AVX2 intrinsics. For different GPU
architectures, i.e., Nvidia Tesla, Fermi, and Kepler, parallel
algorithms are developed for each module. These algorithms
exploit the fine-grained data parallelism and efficiently use
the GPU memory hierarchy. As a result, the adopted paral-
lelization approaches vary depending on the device architec-
tures, computational load of the encoding modules, inherent
data dependencies, and locality and regularity of data access
patterns. Considering the limited space in this paper, the
detailed description of the developed parallel algorithms is
provided in [11] and [16].

B. Data Access Management
The data access management block includes specific

mechanisms for device memory management and automatic
data transfers in CPU + GPU systems. Fig. 5 shows the
main functionality of this block. For each synchronization
point from Fig. 4, the state of the input and output buffers
(i.e., CF, SF, RF, and MVs from ME and SME) are presented
for different accelerator roles (i.e., GPUi and GPU1) and for
different parts of the encoding procedure. In the proposed
solution, each device has its own local copy of the input/output
buffers. To minimize the communication volume, only the
portions of these buffers are transferred to/from the devices
according to the distributions from the load balancing routine
and the video coding manager functionality (Fig. 4).

As presented in Fig. 5(a), for the accelerators that do
not compute the R* modules (GPUi ), the entire previously

2The library is available upon request to the corresponding authors.
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reconstructed RF is first received in the t1a interval. In the
t1b interval, the CF portion is transferred from the host
(CF → ME) according to the mi distribution, i.e., the number
of input MB rows from the CF to be processed in the
ME. The MB row size in the CF (rCF) is calculated as
rCF = hMB × wCF, where hMB is the MB height and wCF
is the CF width (in pixels). Hence, the amount of transferred
data to the GPUi , in the t1b interval, is equal to mi × rCF.
However, these data must also refer to the adequate position
in the CF, such that each device performs the ME on separate
portion of the CF in respect of the assigned mi distribution.
For the GPUi , the starting position in the CF is calculated as∑i−1

j=1 m j × rCF, where m j are the ME distributions for all
previously enumerated devices ( j < i ).

In the t1b interval, INT is also started on the GPUi according
to the li distribution. This distribution refers to the li MB rows
from the RF, such that the li MB rows in the interpolated SF
are produced. The MB row in the SF (rSF) is 16 times larger
than the MB row from the RF (rRF = rCF), since each RF pixel
corresponds to 16 interpolated SF pixels, i.e., 1 full-, 3 half-
and 12 quarter-pixels. The produced portion of the SF at the
GPUi must be stored at the adequate starting position in the SF
calculated as

∑i−1
j=1 l j ×rSF, where l j are the INT distributions

for all previously enumerated devices ( j < i ).
In the t1c and t1d periods, ME is performed on the

previously received mi MB rows from the CF (see t1b). In the
ME, mi MB rows from the MV are produced on the GPUi .
The MB row size in the MV_ME buffer (rMV) is equal to the
number of MBs in a row (wCF/wMB) multiplied by the size
of all MVs produced for a single MB [16]. Hence, the total
amount of produced MVs in the ME is equal to mi × rMV.
The produced MVs in the MV_ME are placed at the starting
position calculated as

∑i−1
j=1 m j × rMV, where m j are the ME

distributions for all previously enumerated devices ( j < i ).
In t1c and t1d , the SF portion interpolated on the
GPUi (li × rSF) is also transferred to the host,
SF(RF) → SME. In t1e, the computed MVs from ME
are sent to the host (MV → SME).

For GPUi accelerators with dual-copy engine, after the
t1b interval [see t1c in Fig. 5(a)], the additional CF por-
tions required for the SME are transferred from the host
(CF → SME). The amount and the number of these additional
transfers depend on the si and mi distributions for the GPUi ,
and on their starting positions in the CF. As before, these
positions are computed from the s j and m j distributions for
all previously enumerated devices ( j < i ). In the case shown
in Fig. 5(a), two additional transfers (�m

i ) are performed to
fetch the upper part and the bottom part of the CF portion
required for SME.

After the additional CF transfers, the remaining part of the
previously interpolated SF (during the encoding of previous
interframe) is transferred to the GPUi in the t1d and t1e periods
(SF(RF − 1) → SME). In detail, to ensure the correctness
of ME and SME for the subsequent interframes, all devices
need to have the complete lists of previously reconstructed
RFs and interpolated SFs. Since the RF is reconstructed only
at the end of the interloop (after processing R* modules),
the most recently reconstructed RF is fetched in the t1a period

and locally stored in a circular buffer at the GPUi . However,
collaboratively interpolated SF is available after INT and the
device to host SF(RF) → SME transfers, i.e., after t1d .

Since a large volume of data needs to be transferred
(rSF = 16×rRF), the remaining parts of the SF are fetched in
two steps, such that the SF is completed on each accelerator
as soon as possible. In the first step, the remaining transfers
are performed during the encoding of the current interframe,
i.e., SF(RF) → SME +1 in t2c, t2d , and ttot. In the second
step, the remaining transfers are performed during the encod-
ing of the next interframe, i.e., SF(RF − 1) → SME
in t1d and t1e. The amount and the number of remaining
transfers in each step depend on the si and li distributions
for the GPUi , on their starting positions in the SF and on
the amount of additional transfers (�l

i ). In the first step,
the amount of remaining transfers (σi ) is determined as the
maximum number of MB rows from the SF that can be fetched
in the t2c, t2d , and ttot periods (Fig. 4). In the second step,
the amount of remaining transfers (σ r

i ) is determined as the
number of MB rows that are still missing to complete the SF
at the accelerator.

To ease the explanation of this procedure, the remaining
transfers in the second step are presented in Fig. 5(a) as
the SF remainder that is fetched in the next iteration (see
the dashed circled SF buffer, where the remaining portions
are marked with dark solid colors). The remaining trans-
fers in the first step are marked as SF(RF) → SME +1
in t2c, t2d , and ttot.

The proposed framework integrates a specific procedure
to determine the number and the amount of additional and
remaining transfers when the load distributions for different
modules refer to the data located in the same buffer. This
procedure maximizes the reuse of data already available
on devices and reduces the overall communication volume.
It considers the relative distance between the distributions
from different modules for the same device as well as the
distributions from the previously enumerated devices. This
procedure is explained in detail in the Appendix and it is used
to determine the amount of additional �m

i and �l
i transfers

and the amount of remaining σi and σ r
i transfers in Fig. 5(a).

In the t2a interval, the additional part of the SF for
SME is received, i.e., SF(RF) → SME represented as two
data transfers in Fig. 5(a). The amount of these additional
transfers (�l

i ) is computed by applying the above-referred
procedure on the si and li distributions for the GPUi and
their starting positions in the SF. As before, the starting
positions are computed from the s j and l j distributions for
all previously enumerated devices ( j < i ). Similarly, the
additional MVs required for SME (�m

i ) are received in t2b,
i.e., two data transfers for MV → SME.

In the t2c period, SME is performed on the previously
received si MB rows from the CF, MV_ME, and SF buffers.
In the SME on the GPUi , the total amount of si × rMV
MB rows from MV_SME is produced. The produced MVs
in MV_SME are placed at the starting position calculated as∑i−1

j=1 s j × rMV, where s j are the SME distributions for all
previously enumerated devices ( j < i ). In t2d , the computed
MVs from the SME are transferred to the host (MV → MC).
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In the initial stages, the overall state of the input and
output buffers for the accelerator that performs the R* mod-
ules (GPU1) does not significantly differ from the other
accelerators (GPUi ). However, as shown in Fig. 5(b), while
the MVs from SME are produced on the GPU1 in t ′2 and t ′′2 ,
several remaining transfers are performed from the host.
According to the amount of the remaining transfers (computed
by applying the procedure from the Appendix), the remaining
SF parts are first fetched, i.e., SF(RF) → MC in t ′2. Then the
remaining parts of the CF (CF → MC) are transferred in t ′′2 .
In the t ′tot period, the remaining part of the SME MVs is also
transferred from the host to the GPU1 (MV → MC). Then the
R* modules are computed in the t ′′tot interval. Upon the RF is
reconstructed, it is transferred to the host in the t

′′′
tot period.

During these time periods, the interloop modules are
also performed on all CPU cores in parallel. As pre-
sented in Fig. 4, INT and ME are computed within the
τ1 interval, while SME is completed between τ1 and τ2. In the
CPU-centric configuration, the R* modules are computed on
the CPU cores in the interval between τ2 and τtot.

V. LOAD BALANCING AND PERFORMANCE

CHARACTERIZATION

To cope with the inherent data dependencies and the
overall complexity of the interloop encoding, a specific
load balancing routine is proposed herein for heterogeneous
CPU+GPU systems. This routine aims at efficiently exploit-
ing the computation power of devices, the asymmetric band-
width of communication links and the overlapping between
the computation and communication at the accelerators.

The proposed load balancing routine differs according to:
1) the type of device selected to perform the remaining
R* modules (CPU-centric or GPU-centric approach) and 2) the
capabilities of the accelerators to support different amounts of
concurrency between data transfers and computations (single-
copy or dual-copy engines). Algorithm 2 presents all possi-
ble variants of the load balancing routine for CPU+GPU
systems, i.e., different configurations of video coding manager
and data access management (Figs. 4 and 5).

The load balancing routine is based on linear program-
ming [18] and it perceives the collaborative interloop encoding
as a unified optimization problem. It relies on performance
characterization to distribute the loads of the ME, INT, and
SME modules and to map the R* modules to the fastest device.
To minimize the total encoding time (τtot), several distribution
vectors are determined, i.e., m = {mi } for ME, l = {li }
for INT, and s = {si } for SME, with the amount of MB rows
to be processed on each pi device. According to (1) from
Algorithm 2, the sum of distributions for each module must
be equal to the total number of MB rows (N).

As previously referred, the currently interpolated SF is
completed at each accelerator in two steps, i.e., with two
remaining transfers. Hence, two distribution vectors are deter-
mined for each accelerator, i.e., σ = {σi } and σ r = {σ r

i },
i = {1, . . . , nw}. These distributions reflect the amount of
remaining transfers (in MB rows) in each step. The σ = {σi }
vector represents the amount of remaining transfers in the
first step, i.e., during the processing of the current interframe

Algorithm 2 Load Balancing for CPU+GPU Video Encoding

Input: N, nw, nc, T R∗
1 , T R∗

c , K m
i , K l

i , K s
i

Input: K r f dh
1 , K c f hd

i , K r f hd
i , K s f hd

i , K s f dh
i , K mvhd

i , K mvdh
i , σ r−1

i
Output: m = {mi }, l = {li }, s = {si }, σ = {σi }, σ r = {σ r

i }
Objective: minimize τtot

nw+nc∑

i=1
mi = N,

nw +nc∑

i=1
li = N,

nw +nc∑

i=1
si = N (1)

∀i∈{nw + 1, . . . , nw + nc} : /** CPU code **/

li K l
i + mi K m

i ≤τ1 (2)

τ1 + si K s
i ≤τ2 (3)

IF CPU-centric THEN

| τ2 + T R∗
c ≤τtot (4)

ENDIF

IF GPU-centric THEN /** GPU1 code **/

| m1K
c f hd
1 + m1 K m

1 + m1K mvdh
1 ≤τ1 (5)

| IF single-copy engine THEN

| | l1 Kl
1 + l1 K

s f dh
1 + �m

1 K
cf hd
1 + m1 K mvdh

1 ≤τ1 (6)

| | m1 K
cf hd
1 + l1 K

s f dh
1 + �m

1 K
c f hd
1 + m1 K mvdh

1 ≤τ1 (7)

| ELSE IF dual-copy engine THEN

| | l1 Kl
1 + l1 K

s f dh
1 + m1 K mvdh

1 ≤τ1 (8)

| | l1 Kl
1 + �m

1 K
c f hd
1 ≤τ1 (9)

| | m1 K
cf hd
1 + �m

1 K
cf hd
1 ≤τ1 (10)

| ENDIF

| τ1 + �l
1 K

s f hd
1 + �m

1 K mvhd
1 + s1 K s

1≤τ2 (11)

| τ1 + �l
1 K

s f hd
1 + �m

1 K mvhd
1 + (N − l1 − �l

1)K
s f hd
1 + (N − m1 − �m

1 )K
cf hd
1 ≤τ2 (12)

| τ2 + (N − s1)K mvhd
1 + T R∗

1 + N K
r f dh
1 ≤τtot (13)

ENDIF

∀i∈{2, . . . , nw } : /** GPUi code **/

N K
r f hd
i + mi K

cf hd
i + mi K m

i + mi K mvdh
i ≤τ1 (14)

IF single-copy engine THEN

| N K
r f hd
i + li K l

i + li K
s f dh
i + σr−1

i K
s f hd
i + �m

i K
cf hd
i + mi K mvdh

i ≤τ1 (15)

| N K
r f hd
i + mi K

cf hd
i + li K

s f dh
i + σr−1

i K
s f hd
i + �m

i K
cf hd
i + mi K mvdh

i ≤τ1 (16)

ELSE IF dual-copy engine THEN

| N K
r f hd
i + li K l

i + li K
s f dh
i + mi K mvdh

i ≤τ1 (17)

| N K
r f hd
i + li K l

i + σr−1
i K

s f hd
i + �m

i K
c f hd
i ≤τ1 (18)

| N K
r f hd
i + mi K

cf hd
i + σr−1

i K
s f hd
i + �m

i K
cf hd
i ≤τ1 (19)

ENDIF

τ1 + �l
i K

s f hd
i + �m

i K mvhd
i + si K s

i + si K mvdh
i ≤τ2 (20)

IF single-copy engine THEN /** the remaining transfers (see Appendix VII) **/

| σi = MIN(N − li − �l
i , (τtot − τ2)/K

s f hd
i ) (21)

ELSE IF dual-copy engine THEN

| σi = MIN(N − li − �l
i , (τtot − τ1 − �l

i K
s f hd
i − �m

i K mvhd
i )/K

s f hd
i ) (22)

ENDIF

σr
i = N − li − �l

i − σi (23)

∀i∈{1, . . ., nw } : /** the additional transfers (see Appendix VII) **/

�m
i = MS_BOUNDS(m, s) (24)

�l
i = LS_BOUNDS(l, s) (25)

[see SF(RF) → SME +1 in Fig. 5(a)]. The σ r = {σ r
i } distrib-

utions represent the remaining transfers in the second step, i.e.,
to complete the SF at each pi accelerator during the processing
of the next interframe [see SF(RF − 1) → SME in Fig. 5(a)].
In fact, the σ r = {σ r

i } remainders for the CF serve as inputs
when processing the next interframe, which are designated
as σ r−1 = {σ r−1

i }.
The performance of each pi device is characterized with

K m
i , K l

i , and K s
i parameters for the ME, INT, and SME

modules, respectively. These parameters are expressed in
processing time per MB row, obtained for the currently
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TABLE I

PROCESSING DEVICES AND CONSIDERED HETEROGENEOUS CPU + GPU SYSTEMS

processed loads in m, l, and s vectors. The obtained parameters
serve as inputs to the load balancing routine when determining
the next distributions in the iterative phase of Algorithm 1.
Similarly, K cfhd

i , K rfhd
i , K rfdh

i , K sfhd
i , K sfdh

i , K mvhd
i , and K mvdh

i
represent the obtained time per transferred MB row in different
directions, i.e., from host to device (hd) or from device to host
(dh), for CF, RF, SF, and MVs. Depending on the device that
performs the R* modules, T R∗

1 and T R∗
c refer to the time

required to perform the complete R* sequence on the selected
device, i.e., GPU1 (GPU-centric) or CPU cores (CPU-centric),
respectively. The performance characterization is updated
in runtime (after each encoded frame), thus the proposed
framework is capable of adapting the load balancing decisions
according to the current state of the platform. This is important
for video coding in unreliable and nondedicated systems,
where the system performance can vary during the runtime.

According to the previously presented analyses, the mini-
mization of the total interloop encoding time τtot is attained
by satisfying different conditions from Algorithm 2. Due to
the limited space in this paper, the overall load balancing
functionality can be briefly summarized as follows.

1) Equations (2) and (3) express the conditions for
multicore CPU execution in respect of τ1 and τ2
synchronization points from Fig. 4. For CPU-centric
configuration, the condition (4) reflects R* processing
until the τtot point.

2) Equations (5)–(13) present the conditions for the GPU-
centric case, i.e., for GPU1 performing the R* modules.
Depending on the accelerator capabilities, they guaran-
tee that all input/output transfers and kernel executions
are performed according to the synchronization points
in Figs. 4 and 5.

3) Equations (14)–(23) state the necessary conditions for
the other employed accelerators (GPUi ) according to
their capabilities and the execution scenarios presented
in Figs. 4 and 5.

4) Equations (24) and (25) correspond to the previously
referred procedures from the Appendix. These proce-
dures determine the amount of additional transfers when
two different modules share the access to a single data
buffer. The MS_BOUNDS procedure determines the
additional �m

i transfers for ME and SME accessing
the CF and MV buffers. The LS_BOUNDS procedure
determines the additional �l

i transfers for INT and SME
accessing the SF.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To challenge the real-time encoding of HD video sequences,
the efficiency of the proposed framework was experimentally
evaluated on several CPU + GPU systems. The systems
equipped with devices of different capabilities and architec-
tures were selected, as presented in Table I. In detail, the
SysSS system is equipped with a quad-core Intel Nehalem
CPU (CPU_N) and two Nvidia Fermi GPUs (GPU_F) with
single-copy engines. The SysDD system relies on the quad-
core Intel Sandy Bridge CPU and two Nvidia Tesla devices
(K20 and K40), both with dual-copy engines. Finally, the
SysSD system is based on the newest Intel Haswell quad-core
CPU (CPU_H) and it combines the GPU devices with different
capabilities, i.e., an Nvidia Kepler 780GTX (GPU_K) with
single-copy engine and a Tesla K40 with dual-copy engine.
The tests were performed on OpenSUSE 13.1 operating system
with CUDA 5.5, Intel Parallel Studio 12.1, and OpenMP 3.0.

The proposed framework relies on the compression tech-
niques from the H.264/AVC JM 18.4 encoder [19]. The encod-
ing parameters specified by the JM configuration are used as
the framework inputs. The experimental results in different
systems were obtained by relying on the highly optimized
parallel modules [11], [16] instantiated according to the char-
acteristics of the CPU and GPU devices (e.g., SIMD support
from Table I). The parallel modules follow the compression
methods proposed in the JM software, and preserve the
hard data dependencies specified by the H.264/AVC standard.
The outputs of the modules are provided in the format used
in the reminder of JM software, and they are compatible with
the modules not instantiated from the framework library.

As referred to in Section IV, a fine grained data-level
parallelization of the FSBM ME is achieved by relying
on a temporary dependent SA-center predictor defined as
the best MV for collocated MB in the previous frame
for the 16 × 16 partitioning mode [16]. To evaluate the
coding efficiency of the proposed solution, an extensive
RD analysis was performed by strictly following the
Video Coding Experts Group recommendations [20]
for I P P P sequences with four RFs, baseline profile,
and the following quantization parameters (QPs)
{ISlice, PSlice}: {22, 23}, {27, 28}, {32, 33},
and {37, 38}.3 Fig. 6 presents the average peak SNR (PSNR)
gains (in decibels) of the proposed solution (Prop.) and the

3The extensive RD analysis can be found in [16], where several candidates
for the SA center predictors and different video resolutions were evaluated.
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Fig. 6. Average PSNR gains of the proposed solution and UMHexagonS over the original FSBM algorithm for different SA sizes and HD video sequences.

Fig. 7. Performance on different devices/systems and 1080p sequences for (a) different SA sizes (1 RF) and (b) different numbers of RFs (32 × 32 SA).

UMHexagonS algorithm (UMHexS) for different SA sizes
and HD video sequences. The PSNR gains were obtained by
calculating the Bjøndegaard objective difference [20] between
the RD-curves of the tested algorithms and the RD-curve of
the original FSBM in JM software.

As it can be observed in Fig. 6, the FSBM encoding with the
proposed predictor outperforms the UMHexagonS in 86.7%
tested cases, i.e., for different sequences and SAs. In fact, for
Jets 720p sequence and 32 × 32 SA, even the original FSBM
was outperformed. This phenomenon occurs due to the ability
of the proposed temporal predictor to provide accurate motion
prediction in the presence of a pan-left camera movement in
the low-motion part of the Jets 720p video sequence. For
larger SAs, both the original FSBM and the one based on
the proposed predictor provide the adequate coding efficiency.

To further evaluate the efficiency of the proposed
framework, the load balancing routine was applied to
encode different 1080p sequences (Toys and Calendar and
Rolling Tomatoes) with QP of {27, 28} for {ISlice, PSlice}.
The performance was expressed in terms of the result-
ing encoding speed, i.e., time per frame or frames per
second. In the presented charts, the shaded area marks the
region where it is possible to achieve a real-time interloop
encoding.

Fig. 7 presents the experimentally obtained performance
with the proposed framework in the considered systems,
for four different SA sizes and different number of RFs.
In addition, the performance obtained on individual devices
is also presented. For brevity, only the subset of the obtained
results is included, i.e., for devices with the lowest (CPU_N
and GPU_F) and the highest (CPU_H and GPU_K) per-
formance capabilities. For comparison purposes, Fig. 7 also
presents an additional performance curve, i.e., SysSS [11].
This curve represents the performance obtained with the
approach from [11] in the SysSS platform for different SA
sizes and different number of RFs. The SysSS platform was

chosen, since the best performance was reported in [11] for
this system.

Fig. 7(a) shows the scalability of the proposed approach
over the SA size. As expected, the overall performance
decreases between two successive SA sizes due to the
quadruplication of the ME computational load. As it can be
observed, higher performance was achieved for newer device
architectures by instantiating the respective parallel modules.
For example, the interloop encoding on CPU_H is about
1.7× faster than on CPU_N, while GPU_K outperforms
GPU_F for almost 2×. On both GPUs, the real-time interloop
encoding (≥25 frames/s) was achieved for the 32×32 SA size
and one RF.

For tested CPU+GPU systems and all SA sizes in Fig. 7(a),
the corresponding single device executions were significantly
outperformed with the proposed framework. As a result, a real-
time interloop encoding of 1080p sequences was achieved on
all tested systems for the SA size of 32 × 32 and one RF.
For SysSD and SysDD, a real-time encoding was achieved
even for higher and more challenging 64 × 64 SA. In the
SysSS platform, the proposed framework outperforms the
approach from [11] for all tested cases, by providing on
average 43.9% higher performance and a maximum of 61.2%
for 32 × 32 SA size.

Fig. 7(b) presents the performance obtained with the
proposed framework when encoding 1080p sequences for
different number of RFs and SA size of 32×32. The real-time
interloop encoding was achieved on all tested CPU + GPU
systems for multiple RFs. In particular, it was achieved for
up to five RFs on SysSD, outperforming both SysDD (up
to four RFs) and SysSS (up to two RFs). Furthermore, in
the SysSD, an average speedup of about 1.6 was obtained
when compared with the single GPU_K, and about 3.7
when compared with CPU_H. In the SysSS, speedups of
up to 2.2 and 5 were obtained, when compared
with the GPU_F and quad-core CPU_N, respectively.
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Fig. 8. Performance of the proposed approach for Toys and Calendar sequence (first 100 frames) with the SA sizes of (a) 64 × 64 and (b) 32 × 32 pixels.

Fig. 9. Performance of the proposed automatic tuning procedure for 1080p sequences when tuning the (a) number of RFs (32 × 32 SA) in SysSD and
(b) number of RFs and the SA size in the SysDD platform.

In the same platform, the proposed framework delivers a
higher performance than the approach from [11] (providing
a maximum gains of 19.5%), while outperforming the serial
JM execution by several orders of magnitude.

The capabilities of the proposed framework to adapt the load
balancing decisions according to the current state of the SysSD
platform were experimentally verified when processing the
first 100 interframes of a 1080p Toys and Calendar sequence.
Fig. 8 shows the obtained encoding time for different numbers
of RFs and SA sizes, namely: the SA of 64 × 64 in Fig. 8(a)
and the SA of 32 × 32 in Fig. 8(b). In both cases, the time
obtained when encoding the first interframe corresponds to
an equidistant partitioning applied in the initialization phase
of the framework control (Algorithm 1). After the initial per-
formance characterization, the proposed load balancing was
invoked for each subsequent interframe, i.e., the iterative phase
of the framework control (Algorithm 2). Hence, a significant
reduction in the encoding time was achieved, starting already
with frame 2. As a result, a real-time encoding was achieved
for different numbers of RFs, i.e., one RF for 64 ×64 SA and
five RFs for 32 × 32 SA.

For a higher number of RFs [e.g., for six RFs in
Fig. 8(b)], the encoding time increases with the number
of encoded interframes at the beginning (frames 2–5), after
which it becomes near-constant (frame 6). This effect occurs
because a single RF is produced during the encoding of a
single interframe (Fig. 5). Hence, the number of considered

RFs increments with each processed interframe, until reaching
the specified number of RFs. Therefore, Fig. 8 shows the
ability of the proposed load balancing to cope with this
increasing complexity, by efficiently distributing the loads.

An interesting phenomenon was observed during the
encoding with three RFs (frames 37, 42, and 48) and
seven RFs (frames 68 and 81) in Fig. 8(b), and with two
RFs (frames 5, 15, 29, 36 and 40) in Fig. 8(a), where
sudden changes in the system performance occurred. However,
the dynamic performance characterization allowed capturing
these unexpected changes, thus resulting in a successful load
redistribution according to the new state of the platform. This
can be evidenced in a very fast recovery of the performance
curves, which required at most two interframes to converge
to the regions with stable load distributions. Finally, the over-
heads introduced by the proposed framework take, on average,
less than 2 ms per interframe encoding, which is significantly
less than the time required to execute any individual interloop
module.

A. Automatic Tuning of the Encoding Parameters
for Real-Time Processing

The proposed adaptive load balancing allows on-the-fly
tuning of the video coding parameters according to the
target encoding performance. For example, some encoding
parameters, such as the number of RFs and/or SA size, can
be adaptively adjusted to achieve the predefined goals.
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In addition, the proposed adaptive procedure allows
minimization of the scheduling overhead, by reducing
the number of algorithm invocations. Hence, the load
balancing distributions determined for previous frames
can be reused when encoding the next interframes. These
distributions can also be reused when encoding with the
increased number of RFs or SA size, as long as the real-time
processing is achieved. Once the real-time encoding is not
achieved, the performance characterization is updated and
the load balancing is invoked (see Algorithm 2).

Fig. 9 presents the obtained performance with the proposed
adaptive procedures in different CPU + GPU platforms, when
automatically tuning the number of RFs [Fig. 9(a)], and
both the number of RFs and the SA size [Fig. 9(b)]. These
procedures determine the upper bounds on the targeted encod-
ing parameters, such that a real-time encoding is achieved
(≈40 ms per frame). To cope with performance variations
in nondedicated systems, the threshold values were defined
to designate the region of realistically attainable real-time
processing (see the dark gray regions in Fig. 9).

Fig. 9(a) shows the achieved performance with the proposed
adaptive algorithm in the SysSD, when automatically tuning
the number of RFs for the SA size of 32×32. When encoding
the first interframe, the equidistant partitioning was applied.
Since the real-time encoding was not achieved, the perfor-
mance characterization was updated. Then the load balancing
was invoked to determine the distributions for the encoding of
the second frame with one RF [see the arrow in Fig. 9(a)]. In
the proposed adaptive algorithm, the determined distributions
are reused when encoding the subsequent interframes, if the
real-time encoding is achieved. In addition, if the achieved
performance is also below the threshold limit, the number
of RFs is incremented. This can be observed in Fig. 9(a),
when encoding the frames 3 and 4 with two RFs and three
RFs, respectively. Since the performance obtained for the
frame 5 with four RFs was above the threshold limit, the
load balancing was invoked to determine the distributions
for encoding the frame 6 with the same number of RFs [see
the arrow in Fig. 9(a)]. Since the achieved performance was
below the threshold limit, these distributions were reused when
encoding the frame 7 with five RFs. As before, obtaining the
performance above the threshold, resulted in invoking the load
balancing for encoding the frame 8 with the same number
of RFs (5). Since the obtained performance for subsequent
interframes was within the threshold region, the determined
distributions were reused without altering the number of
RFs. The only exception occurred for the frame 23, where
a sudden change in the platform resulted in obtaining the
encoding performance above the threshold. Hence, the load
balancing was invoked for the frame 24, which allowed the
real-time encoding by adapting to the current state of the
platform.

Fig. 9(b) presents the achieved performance with the
proposed adaptive algorithm in the SysDD, when automat-
ically tuning both the number of RFs and the SA size.
During the encoding of seven initial interframes with the
32 × 32 SA, the previously described approach was applied.
In brief, after the initial equidistant partitioning for the first

interframe, the load balancing was invoked for the second
interframe. These distributions were reused for encoding
the frames 3 and 4 with two RFs and three RFs, respec-
tively. Afterward, the distributions were recalculated for the
frame 5 and reused for the frame 6 with the increased
number of RFs (4). In the proposed adaptive algorithm,
whenever the real-time encoding is achieved with four RFs,
the SA size is increased and the number of RFs is set to one.
This methodology is adopted due to the similar ME compu-
tational load among these two encoding parameters. As pre-
sented in Fig. 9(b), after the real-time encoding was achieved
for the frame 7 with four RFs, the SA size was increased
to 64 × 64 and the determined distributions were reused
for frame 8 with one RF. Since the obtained performance
was above the upper threshold limit, the load balancing was
invoked for frame 9. As the performance obtained for all
subsequent interframes was within the threshold region, the
distributions were reused without changing the number of RFs.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a collaborative interloop video encoding
framework for CPU + GPU platforms is proposed. This
framework relies on novel adaptive scheduling and load bal-
ancing methods to challenge a real-time H.264/AVC interloop
encoding. These methods consider the overall interloop
complexity, while exploiting several levels of parallelism and
computation/communication concurrency. The library with
highly optimized algorithms for all interloop modules was
developed to support a wide range of CPU and GPU
architectures. The proposed framework includes simultaneous
execution control for different devices and automatic data
access management to minimize the communication volume.
This framework relies on the dynamic performance charac-
terization of devices and communication links to iteratively
improve the load balancing decisions. The proposed adaptive
methods allow adjusting the performance and encoding para-
meters according to the current state of the platform and the
real-time limit.

The framework efficiency was experimentally evaluated in
several CPU + GPU platforms with different capabilities.
The real-time encoding of 1080p sequences was obtained for
challenging encoding parameters, i.e., 64×64 SA and/or mul-
tiple RFs. The proposed framework outperforms single-device
executions for several times, while delivering the performance
improvements of up to 61.2% over the state-of-the-art solution.
The main directions for future work include support for other
video coding standards (e.g., HEVC/H.265), a wider set of
devices and systems, and the automatic tuning of encoding
parameters to achieve the maximum coding efficiency.

APPENDIX

DETERMINATION OF ADDITIONAL/
REMAINING TRANSFERS

The procedure presented herein determines the number and
the amount of additional and remaining transfers when the
load distributions for different divisible applications (modules)
refer to the data located in the same buffer.
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Fig. 10. Example of two application sharing the access to a buffer B .

Fig. 11. (a)–(f) All possible additional transfers in the shared buffer.

Fig. 12. (a)–(f) All possible remaining transfers in the shared buffer.

Let us consider two divisible applications X and Y with
the total amount of load N to be distributed among the pi

accelerators in a heterogenous system, where i∈{1, . . ., n}.
Both applications share the access to a single data buffer B
and their execution order is strictly defined, i.e., Y is executed
after X. Let x = {xi } and y = {yi } be the distribution
vectors with the amount of loads from B to be processed on
each pi device for X and Y, respectively (where

∑
xi = N

and
∑

yi = N).
To process the assigned xi and yi distributions, the corre-

sponding data from the B buffer must be explicitly transferred
to the pi accelerator (see the areas with stripes in Fig. 10).
Since these distributions address the same buffer, there is an
opportunity to minimize the communication volume in cases
when xi and yi distributions refer to the same locations.
In detail, the yi distribution may refer to the data portion that
is already transferred for the xi (see the dark areas in Fig. 10).
Hence, due to the strict order of applications, only the portion
of yi needs to be transferred (see the �i part in Fig. 10). This
portion of data is referred herein as the additional transfer.

The amount and the number of additional transfers for pi

accelerator depend on the xi and yi distributions and on their
stating and ending positions in the B buffer. The starting
positions are calculated as

∑i−1
j=1 x j and

∑i−1
j=1 y j , where

x j and y j represent the distributions assigned to all previously
enumerated devices ( j < i ). Correspondingly, the ending
positions are calculated as

∑i
j=1 x j and

∑i
j=1 y j .

Fig. 11 presents all possible additional transfers (�i )
within the B buffer according to the relative disposition of

Algorithm 3 LP_MIN
Input: χ1, χ2
Output: μ

μ≤χ1, μ≤χ2 (28)

μ≥χ1 − N(1 − χ̂1) (29)

μ≥χ2 − N(1 − χ̂2) (30)

x̂1 + χ̂2 = 1 (31)

χ̂1∈{0, 1}, χ̂2∈{0, 1}

the xi and yi distributions and their starting/ending positions.
As it can be observed in Fig. 11(a), at most two addi-
tional transfers can be performed, i.e., �

(1)
i and �

(2)
i . The

amount of these transfers is determined in respect of their
starting and ending positions, i.e., �

(1)
i = �

(1e)
i − �

(1s)
i and

�
(2)
i = �

(2e)
i − �

(2s)
i . The starting and ending positions are

calculated as

�
(1s)
i = min

⎧
⎨

⎩

i−1∑

j=1

x j ,

i−1∑

j=1

y j

⎫
⎬

⎭
; �

(1e)
i =min

⎧
⎨

⎩

i−1∑

j=1

x j ,

i∑

j=1

y j

⎫
⎬

⎭

(26)

�
(2s)
i = max

⎧
⎨

⎩

i∑

j=1

x j ,

i−1∑

j=1

y j

⎫
⎬

⎭
; �

(2e)
i =max

⎧
⎨

⎩

i∑

j=1

x j ,

i∑

j=1

y j

⎫
⎬

⎭
.

(27)

Finally, the total amount of the additional transfers is
computed as �i = �

(1)
i + �

(2)
i .

To retrieve the full content of the B buffer at the pi

accelerator, i.e., to complete the buffer, several remaining
transfers need to be performed. As before, in certain cases,
it is possible to minimize the overall communication volume
for this procedure. The amount and the number of remaining
transfers depend on the relative disposition of the xi and yi

distributions, their starting and ending positions, as well as on
the performed additional transfers.

Fig. 12 shows all possible remaining transfers (σi ) within
the shared B buffer. As it can be observed in Fig. 12(c), at
most three remaining transfers can be performed, i.e., σ

(1)
i ,

σ
(2)
i , and σ

(3)
i . The amount of these transfers is determined

in respect of the assigned distributions and the starting/ending
positions of the performed additional transfers, i.e., σ

(1)
i =

�
(1s)
i , σ

(2)
i = �

(2s)
i − �

(1e)
i − xi , and σ

(3)
i = N − �

(2e)
i . As a

result, the total amount of the remaining transfers is calculated
as σi = σ

(1)
i +σ

(2)
i +σ

(3)
i . The complete analysis regarding the

determination of the additional and remaining transfers can be
found in [5].

The crucial point in determining the total amount of
additional and remaining transfers lies in finding the minimum
and the maximum between two values in linear programming.
These procedures are presented as LP_MIN and LP_MAX in
Algorithms 3 and 4, respectively. The minimum/maximum μ
value between χ1 and χ2 is found by relying on auxil-
iary binary variables χ̂1 and χ̂2 and the total number of
loads N as a big-M coefficient [18]. For example, if χi is the
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Algorithm 4 LP_MAX
Input: χ1, χ2
Output: μ

μ≥χ1, μ≥χ2 (32)

μ≤χ1 + N(1 − χ̂1) (33)

μ≤χ2 + N(1 − χ̂2) (34)

χ̂1 + χ̂2 = 1 (35)

χ̂1∈{0, 1}, χ̂2∈{0, 1}

Algorithm 5 LP_BOUNDS Procedure
Input: x = {xi }, y = {yi }
Output: {�i , (�

(1)
i ,�

(2)
i ), (�

(1s)
i ,�

(1e)
i ,�

(2s)
i ,�

(2e)
i ) | i = {1, . . . , n}}

�
(1s)
1 = �

(1e)
1 = 0,�

(2s)
1 = x1,�

(2e)
1 = LP_MAX(x1, y1) (36)

∀i∈{2, .., nw} :
�

(1s)
i = LP_MIN(

∑i−1

j=1
x j ,

∑i−1

j=1
y j ) (37)

�
(1e)
i = LP_MIN(

∑i−1

j=1
x j ,

∑i

j=1
y j ) (38)

�
(2s)
i = LP_MAX(

∑i

j=1
x j ,

∑i−1

j=1
y j ) (39)

�
(2e)
i = LP_MAX(

∑i

j=1
x j ,

∑i

j=1
y j ) (40)

�
(1)
i = �

(1e)
i − �

(1s)
i ,�

(2)
i = �

(2e)
i − �

(2s)
i ,�i = �

(1)
i + �

(2)
i (41)

minimum value, the χ̂i binary variable is set to 1, while it is set
to 0 otherwise. The binary variables and big-M coefficients are
introduced to cover a full set of objective functions, especially
when performing minimization over the minimum function
(Algorithm 3) or maximization over the maximum function
(Algorithm 4). In brief, when maximizing μ in LP_MIN,
condition (28) is sufficient to guarantee that μ will take the
value of the minimum between χ1 and χ2, since μ will be
maximized until reaching the desired minimum. However,
when minimizing μ in LP_MIN, depending on the other
conditions in the linear program, μ can take an arbitrary
value between 0 and the minimum between χ1 and χ2.
Since the goal is to determine the exact minimum between
two values, it is further needed to reinforce this condition
by introducing χ̂1 and χ̂2 binary variables and N as the
big-M coefficient in (29) and (30). As a result, only one
binary variable will be set to 1 to designate the selected
minimum (31). Similar rationale is applied for LP_MAX,
where (32) is sufficient when minimizing μ, while (33)–(35)
must be considered when maximizing μ.

By relying on the derived LP_MIN (Algorithm 3) and
LP_MAX (Algorithm 4) procedures, the starting and ending
positions of the additional transfers can be computed according
to (26) and (27). To that respect, Algorithm 5 presents the
LP_BOUNDS procedure, where these starting and ending
positions are determined with conditions (36)–(40). In (41),
the total amount (�i ) and the amount of each additional
transfer (�(1)

i and �
(2)
i ) are also computed. The LP_BOUNDS

procedure is used in the proposed Load Balancing routine via
MS_BOUNDS and LS_BOUNDS procedures (Algorithm 2).

In detail, MS_BOUNDS procedure determines the additional
transfers when ME and SME modules access CF or MV_ME
buffers, thus m = {mi } and s = {si } distribution vectors are
used as input parameters. The LS_BOUNDS procedure deter-
mines the additional transfers when INT and SME modules
share the access to SF, thus l = {li } and s = {si } distribution
vectors are used as the inputs.
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